Wednesday, September 7
• Conference participants arrive

7.00-8.30 PM  Public meeting: Dr Ghada Karmi, Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies, University of Exeter, “Exile and Memory: Palestinian Refugees and 1948” (MacNeil Theatre, Hamilton Building)

Thursday, September 8
8.30 - 9.15  Registration and coffee (Irish School of Ecumenics building, Room G6)
9.30 – 9.50  Welcome: Professor Jane Ohlmeyer, Director, Trinity Long Room Hub, Trinity College Dublin (Joly Theatre, Hamilton Building)
9.50 - 10.50  Plenary: “Peace, conflict and commemoration: The cases of Ireland and Palestine”, Professor John Doyle, Dublin City University and Dr Ghada Karmi, University of Exeter (Joly Theatre, Hamilton Building)
11.00 – 12.30  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
12.30 – 13.30  Lunch (ISE building, Room G15) + Launch of fourth edition of *Contemporary Conflict Resolution* (ISE building, Room G16)
13.30 – 15.00  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
15.00 – 15.30  Coffee (ISE building, Rooms G15 & G16)
15.30 – 17.00  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
17.15 – 18.45  Plenary: “Irish peace process—the role of government and civil society”, Department of Foreign Affairs, the Glencree Centre for Peace and Reconciliation, and the Corrymeela Community (Neill Lecture Theatre, Trinity Long Room Hub)
19.00  Conference meal (Dining Hall)

Friday, September 9
9.00 – 10.00  Plenary: “Are civil wars like cancer? Implications for the study of conflict”, Stathis Kalyvas Yale University, (Joly Theatre, Hamilton Building)
10.00 – 10.30  Coffee (ISE building, Rooms G15 & G16)
10.30 – 12.00  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
12.10 – 13.00  Plenary: CRS Book of the Year prize—Dr Kristin Bakke, *Decentralization and Instrastate Struggles: Chechnya, Punjab and Quebec* (Joly Theatre, Hamilton Building)
13.00 – 14.00  Lunch (ISE building, Rooms G15 & G16)
14.00 – 15.30  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
15.30 – 16.00  Coffee (ISE building, Rooms G15 & G16)
16.00 – 17.30  Parallel paper presentation sessions (ISE building)
17.30  Conference close (ISE building, Room G16)